
 

 
FS-TeleFloat 

A telescopic rolling floorstand for positioning 

devices over beds or wheelchairs, with a free- 

floating articulating arm and height adjustment. 

Available as QuickPack for traveling. The Quick-

Pack has legs that fold up and come in a large 

rolling case for easy transport. 
 

 
FS-PentaFloat Eco 

A Rolling floor mount on five-star weighted base 

to position communication aids over beds. 

Column with fixed height and free floating 

articulating arm.  Penta mounts are usually 

ordered when the individual needs a mount with 

a small footprint base. 

 

  

 
FS-VarioFloat 
A telescopic rolling floorstand for positioning 

devices over beds, wheelchairs or recliners with 

free floating articulating arm, height and width 

adjustable.  Available as Quickpack for traveling.  

This mount is typically used when people need a 

wide base (e.g., when sitting in a recliner). 

 

 

 
 

FS-Pentalock-Tele 

A telescopic floor mount on a five-star base to 

position communication aids over beds, sofas or 

wheelchairs. Column has height adjustment for 

shorter individuals needing lower access. Classic 

floorstand arm with double-clamp UDS & 

QuickShift joints on a small footprint base. 

Mounting options 



Monty 3D EyeControl HD 
 

 
 

Heavy duty wheelchair mount with double-Tube 

foundation (the double tube works as a 

supporting strut for more rigidity. and anti-

sagging, backlash-free swivel function.  This 

mount is ideal for communication devices that 

use eye tracking. 
 

Base Coupler 
 

 
Easily remove the entire wheelchair mount at the 

frame clamp. *The base coupler is an extra 

accessory not covered by insurance.  
 

Adjustable Articulating Arm with Table 

Clamp & Tilter (table not included) 

 

 

Now choose how the device will be mounted on 

the chosen mounts.  Choose one option shown 

below. 
 

1.Tilter with LC Adapter 
 

 
The tilter comes standard with the articulating 

adjustable table mount.  If the individual also 

orders a wheelchair mount, they can place the 

tilter in the “peanut” that attaches to their 

wheelchair mount pole. This option is beneficial 

when caregivers want to quickly and easily move 

the Eyegaze Edge between both mounts with 

minimal effort and adjustment.  When used on a 

wheelchair mount with peanut, it can be 

clamped down to lock in place with an allen 

wrench. 
 

2. LC Mounting Plate 
 

 
 

Rehadapt LC mounting plate (pictured) attaches to 

the back of the Eyegaze Edge. (The Quick release 

piece comes standard with the wheelchair mount 

and floorstands).  It can be more difficult for 

caregivers to adjust quickly, but allows them to lock 

the device in place quickly to secure the right 

position without need of an allen wrench.  This may 

be beneficial for wheelchair users who want to 

travel easily with their Eyegaze system attached to 

the chair.  
 

 

QuickPack for floor stands 
*This extra accessory is not covered by insurance.  
 

 


